Abstract
Introduction
Machine learning seeks to extract knowledge from a given data base. If data is given as a multi-valued logic (MVL) function, it can be structured by decomposition and represented as a network of MVL gates [14] . To keep the results interpretable, the functions of the MVL gates should be understandable by humans. Many decomposition systems use a generalization of Curtis-decomposition where influence on the type of gates is limited [8, 51. Bidecomposition allows excellent control over the gates by the choice of the operator functions [I]. The minimum and maximum functions are among the simplest MVL gates. This paper shows properties of MVL functions that allow the decomposition of MVL functions into netlists of twoinput min-and max-gates.
For machine learning and logic synthesis, some function values, the so called don't cares, are not specified. Functions containing don't cares are represented by incompletely specified functions (ISF). Values are assigned to the don't cares during the synthesis process. Basic bi-decomposition algorithms for MVL ISFs have already been developed [ 10, 61. For multi-level decomposition however, sophisti-09596 Freiberg, Germany steinb @ informatik.tu-freiberg.de cated computation of the decomposition functions is necessary. In general, ISFs are insufficient to represent intermediate functions during decomposition efficiently [9] . Function intervals [ 111 are a generalization of ISFs that allow improved control over the don't cares. This paper shows that function intervals are very appropriate to store intermediate results during the min-and max-decomposition (MMdecomposition) process of ISFs. [ 131 is the MVL extension of Boolean differential calculus [ 2 ] . The application of MVL differential calculus allows the development of fast decomposition algorithms for function intervals. The algorithms developed in this paper are a direct extension of the AND-and OR-decomposition algorithms, respectively, for Boolean functions [ 1, 31.
MVL differential calculus
Section 2 shows basic properties of the MM-operators, defines differential operators and function intervals. In section 3 the bidecomposition problem for function intervals is discussed. Properties of function intervals are shown, which are needed for the construction of efficient MM-decomposition algorithms. Results of the bi-decomposition algorithms are presented and compared to the results of another decomposer in section 4. Finally, ideas for further development of bi-decomposition systems are presented in section 5.
The paper is organized as follows. 
Basic properties of MVL functions

Derivation operators
Derivation operators have successfully been applied to decomposition of Boolean functions [ 11. Below, two derivation operators for MVL functions, mink and maxk are defined. The letter k distinguishes the k-times derivation operators from the vector derivation operators with the same name. A more complete discussion of differential calculus can be found in [ 131. The MVL derivation operators defined below are direct generalizations of the corresponding Boolean operators [2] . 
Function intervals
There are several generalizations of MVL functions, such as incompletely specified functions and MVL relations. Here, another generalization of MVL functions, the so called function intervals, are introduced because they naturally arise in the decomposition of MVL functions.
with f i ( X ) 5 f u ( X ) is the set of MVL functions 
Max-decomposition by derivation operators
This section shows properties of function intervals that are needed for the construction of efficient bidecomposition algorithms with respect to the MMoperators. The max-decomposition problem for function intervals is defined in section 3.1. Tight lower and upper bounds on the decomposition functions are derived in section 3.2. Then, these bounds are applied to formulate a test condition for the max-decomposability of function intervals in section 3.3 . The computation of the decomposition functions is developed in section 3.4. Not all functions are decomposable. To increase the probablility that a bi-decomposition exists, MVL functions with some freedom for optimization, such as ISFs have been decomposed. This paper introduces bi-decomposition algorithms for function intervals.
The max-decomposition problem
Definition 4. A bi-decomposition of the function interval
F ( A , B , C) = [fi(A, B , C), f,(A, B , C ) ] is a pair of func- tions ( g ( A , C), h ( A , C ) ) so that f i ( A , B , C ) I 7r(g(A, C ) , h(B,C)) I fu(A, B ,
C ) . ( 5 )
A function interval is called bi-decomposable if at least one bi-decomposition exists. Now, bi-decomposition of function intervals with respect to the max-operator, or shorter max-decomposition is considered. From inequality ( 5 ) can be derived that a function interval With above arguments is shown that there are upper limits on the decomposition functions. The questions remains whether these limits are tight, i.e. exist decompositions that reach these limits? The lemma below gives a positive answer. F ( A , B , C ) , then there is The restrictions on the lower bound can be expressed with the help of a special operator function leqo(z,y) (if z is less than or equal to y, then 0) defined by Again, the question remains whether the lower bound is tight, which is positively answered by the following lemma. F ( A , B , C ) = [ f l ( A ,   B , C ) , f,(A, B , C 
Lemma 2. Let F ( A , B , C ) = [fi(A, B , C ) , f,(A, B , C ) ] be a max-decomposable function interval and let the pair (g(A, C ) , h(B, C)) be a max-decomposition of the interval
that d A , C) 5 fZL(A, E , C ) . g(A1 C ) I gu(A1 C ) h(B1 c> I hu(B, C ) ,(8)
. 2 -
Furthermore, the pairs of functions (gU(A7 C ) , h(B, C ) ) and (g(A, C ) , h,(B, C ) ) are also ma-decompositions of F ( A , B , C ) .
Lemma 3. Let
) ] be a max-decomposable function interval and let the pair (g(A, C ) , h ( B , C ) ) be a max-decomposition of the function interval F ( A , B , C ) , then there is g(A, C ) 2 gi(A7 C ) gl(A, C ) = m a x s k k o ( f i ( A , B , C ) , h(B, C ) ) .
(13) (14)
Furthermore, the pair of functions (gl(A, C ) , h ( B , C ) ) is also a max-decomposition of F ( A , B , C ) .
Max-decomposition test
With the results of the previous section, it is possible to derive a test condition for max-decomposability of function intervals from the upper bounds on the decomposition functions. Lemma 2 has shown tight upper bounds g,(A, C) and h,(B, C) on the decomposition functions. Therefore, a decomposition can only exist if these bounds satisfy (6).
On the other hand if (6) 
Computation of the decomposition functions
In multi-level decomposition, the test for decomposability is only the first step. Once, a decomposable function interval has been found, decomposition functions g(A, C ) 
(20) 
Results of the decomposition system YADE
The results of Theorems 1 and 2 have been applied in a decomposition system called YADE (yet another decomposer). The input to the program is a function interval. YADE r e t u m a netlist of MM-gates that represents a single function from the interval. YADE applies multi-valued decision diagrams (MDD) for the representation of the MVL functions. The MDDs are stored and manipulated by the MDD package [4] . The function intervals are represented by.pairs of lower and upper bounds.
Supplementary algorithms
For a complete decomposition system, there are some additional problems to be solved that are only briefly discussed here.
Elimination of vacuous and inessential variables.
It is possible that some or all functions of the given function interval do not depend on several variables. These variables are called inessential or vacuous, respectively [7] . They can be removed before decomposition. The removal algorithm used in YADE is a memorized search algorithm with back-tracking and a fixed timeout for the search. The smaller of the two sets is tested first. The sequence of variables is the sequence of the input.
Reuse of functions.
It is possible to simplify the decomposition process by reusing functions that have already been decomposed. YADE stores all decomposed functions in a database. Each function interval is checked if a realization is found in the database. If found, the interval is not decomposed, but its realization from the database will be reused.
Results
Several machine learning functions from the UCI database [I21 have been decomposed by the YADE system and compared to the results of the decomposer FRED-MVL [5], see Table 1 . FREDMVL applies a generalization of Curtis decomposition to decompose ISFs into smaller blocks [8] . The cardinalities of the variables are in the range from 2 to 10. The number of gates includes MM-gates as well as the literal functions at the inputs of the decomposition network. The discrete function cardinality (DFC) of the decomposed networks has been computed to measure the complexity. For a function with one output, the DFC is the product of the cardinalities of all input variables. The DFC of a decomposition network is the sum of the DFCs of all gates. 
Conclusion and further work
Derivation operators on MVL functions are well suited to formulate bi-decomposition algorithms for MMoperators. Function intervals are a natural generalization of ISFs that are preferred to describe the decomposition functions that arise from MM-decomposition. The algorithms have been implemented using MDDs as data structure. Several functions from machine learning applications have successfully been decomposed. For some functions, the complexity of the decomposition results obtained by bidecomposition is significantly smaller than results obtained by functional decomposition.
A very innovative technique for manipulation of MVL relations are implicit methods, which use binary-encoded multi-valued decision diagrams (BEMDD) [7] . A BEMDD encodes MVL variables and MVL function values in several BDD variables. Current research activities indicates that the decomposition methods of this paper can be extended to BEMDDs. Using BEMDDs it is easily possible to decompose MVL relations. The implementation can be based on any available BDD package.
There are several possibilities to reduce the complexity of decompositions found by the YADE program. The separation of functions that are not decomposable is very important. Non-decomposable functions have great influence on the final number of MM-gates. Separation is the fist step in the decomposition of these function, and it seems that this step has great impact on the complexity of the final result.
The complexity of the decompositions and the computation time can be decreased by using some measures for the selection of variables of the decompositions.
Although the MM-operators are very simple, other operators, such as truncated sum and product for instance, would be desirable for the decomposition of machine learning functions. Efficient decomposition algorithms for these operators have yet to be developed. 
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